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RESTRICTIONS:
JFK Act 6 (4)

COMMENTS:
TO: SAC LAS VEGAS (137-412)
FROM: SA LOTE KINNEY (F)

DATE: 11/26/63

SUBJECT: JEROME J. COHEN
PCI

Dates of Contact

10/9, 11, 15, 17, 18; 11/12/63

Titles and File #s on which contacted

Dunes Hotel
Assassination President KENNEDY

BILLY WARD, aka

FRANK CARATILO

92-703
55-1
87-2652
87-2837

Purpose and results of contact

NEGATIVE

PCI continues receptive to contacts. 87's - photos not recognized as customers or guests at Dunes. No info re assassination President KENNEDY.
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Informant certified that he has furnished all information obtained by him since last contact.
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Continues as bellboy - mid. - SAM, Dunes

1 - 137-412
1 - 92-703
1 - 55-1
1 - 87-2652
1 - 87-2837
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